
customer testimonies
our customers are so excited about the great results they’re having with 

the all-natural, anti-inflammatory, moxxor!

“I have been taking MOXXOR for about 2½ months now and prior to starting my Cholesterol levels 
were: TC-229, Trig.-384, HDL-27, LDL-125. Now they are: TC-159, Trig.-140, HDL-27, LDL-115. I did not 
change any eating habits and I do not exercise. I have only added 2 Moxxor daily. Thank you so much 
for introducing this incredible product to me. My doctor is very interested in MOXXOR now.”              -Ray M. in Irvine, California

“I am 93 years young and I'm the longest living World War II Pearl Harbor submarine veteran survivor.  
Just over 2 years ago I completely lost my hearing in my right ear. A few weeks ago a friend introduced 
me to MOXXOR to help with the aches and pains attendant to being 93 years young. I started taking 
MOXXOR several weeks ago at the rate of 2 MOXXOR daily and on the 4th day I couldn't believe it: 
I COULD HEAR FOR THE FIRST TIME IN OVER 24 MONTHS THROUGH MY RIGHT EAR CANAL...
thank you MOXXOR! ”                 -Jim P. in Laguna Hills, California

“My little boy was diagnosed 3 years ago with myoclonic seizure disorder. For the past 2 years he had such 
aggressive readings that the doctors told me I may have to consider brain surgery. Our Child Development 
Specialist explained how the omega 3’s in Moxxor would help with brain inflammation, absorption rate of the 
medication the doctor prescribed, and the coating of the brain cells with good fatty acids so the signals could 
have better connectivity. He said the antioxidants would absorb the free radicals which causes cell damage 
and my son would benefit from the cell repair in his brain. I placed Shane on 4 Moxxor a day. We just had 
Shane’s year 3 seizure scan at the hospital in November of 2008 and he had a completely normal read. The 
doctors where amazed at his scan! Thank you MOXXOR!”              -M.P. in Orange County, California

“Because I had grown accustomed to having a few aches and pains in my body, I didn't realize how 
much better I could feel until now... after taking MOXXOR! Before MOXXOR, my symptoms were joint 
discomfort, back aches, allergies, low energy, sleeplessness. Now, my body recovers more quickly after a 
strenuous workout, my immune system is stronger, my energy level is more vibrant, my mental clarity is 
more acute, my skin and hair are healthier, and I'm sleeping through the night. What a wonderful gift to 
give myself!! I'm truly enjoying vibrant health because of MOXXOR! ”                         -Barbara S. in Laguna Hills, California

“Roxy is almost four years old. At the age of two she began to develop dry eye. The eye would not 
make enough mucus to keep it properly lubricated and therefore it was painful for her to keep it open. 
Normally she would need some eye drops first thing when she woke up, but not on this morning. It’s 
been eight days now since giving her MOXXOR and the eye is doing remarkably. MOXXOR is providing 
a markedly improved quality of life for this little girl. She’s clearly happier and her energy level is 
heightened. The dramatic benefits of MOXXOR apply equally to animals as they do to humans.”                 -Brett J. in Reno, Nevada


